The MD of MPR takes the active part in the management of labyrinthine diseases and it does so much more agreeably he knows physiology. This last is complex because the balance is achieved through the management and the synthesis of countless information from many sensors located deep in the heart of the visual system, labyrinth and proprioceptive. From a purely vestibular point of view, it is necessary to know that the system is connected in parallel with other systems, and it comes and will only fit the frequency of the movement to which he is submitted. Finally, we note the hierarchical system capable of compensation. Taking into account this complicity, the labyrinth book physiology and pathology expresses with a difficult way: locked in the heart of lush petrosal, he escapes observation, palpation, auscultation and finally he translate only through the vertigo symptoms for the patient and eye movements that led to the ENTwhere the precious value of the study of nystagmus under various conditions. We understand before considering any vestibular rehabilitation it is necessary to know, in the qualifying and quantifying of the vestibular function at different frequencies, without forgetting to describe the compensation level.
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In the vast majority of cases, fortunately, the etiology can be specified and major vestibular syndromes are unmasked: it is classic benign paroxysmal positional vertigo which is essential to ''target'' the sensor reaches, of any vestibular neuronites more or less complete, classical Meniere's disease or tumor syndromes of the cerebellopontine angle. It is only through a description and a precise characterization of the status of each labyrinth sensors, the MD of MPR prescribes logical and appropriate rehabilitation. 
